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Are there dimensions of existence beyond the material world? If so, can we connect with loved ones

who have passed, and with higher levels of consciousness than our own? Messages of Hope is the

page-turning story of a former skeptic who has found the answers to these questions and more

through evidential communication with the unseen realms. When Commander Suzanne

Giesemann, former U.S Navy commanding officer and aide to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, walked the halls of the Pentagon and flew on Air Force One, she did everything by the book. A

personal witness to the horrors of 9/11, she saw things in black and white, with little time for spiritual

seeking. Never did she expect that a personal family tragedy would propel her on a mystical journey

that would turn her life&apos;s path in a most unexpected direction. Follow Suzanne--now an

author, speaker, and aÂ practicing psychic-medium--as she moves from doubt and disbelief to full

faith and trust in a reality beyond the physical senses. Laced with spirit-inspired poetry and

compelling answers to many of life&apos;s big questions, Suzanne&apos;s remarkable story will

leave readers with the comforting and credible message that this life is not all there is.
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Having recently lost a beloved wife to cancer, I read a number of books and meditations on the

grieving process and on what we might expect of the spirit as it passes into a new form. All of these

books were helpful to me, but none came anywhere near as close to speaking to me so directly and

personally as this book. It filled me with hope wen I read it; it gives me hope to this day; and it will

give me hope for the reaminder of my life. I cannot thank Suzanne Giesemann enough and I cannot



recommend a book more highly.

Warning - do not read this book unless you have tissues handy. It will bring tears to your eyes, I

don't care who you are. Some times they may be sad tears as you empathize with someone in pain.

Other times tears of joy because the poetry in this book is just wonderful and, the main characters

(in this real life story) raise above the challenges sent their way and create something beautiful from

the pain.It's very easy to read, which is a good thing, because once you start into it, you're hooked.

You wont be doing anything else until you finish it. A wonderful gift idea for anyone you know who

has lost someone they loved. It will help their hearts to heal.

I really enjoyed reading Suzanne's book and about her experiences and development. Having taken

Mediumship training, I could relate to much of what she described - especially those initial doubts

and wondering if I was "making things up". I've come to realize that this is just part of the journey.In

Messages of Hope, Suzanne describes events that led to her initial interest in spirit communication,

her initial doubts, her first reading from an evidential medium and her attending classes taught by

Janet Nohavec. She also goes into interesting detail about her training at Arthur Findlay College in

England, and her stepping across any fear barrier by giving her initial messages. In sharing her

thought process and emotions, Suzanne's writing becomes insightful and empowering as she goes

into detail of how she overcame fear and doubt to come fully into her Gifts.I met Suzanne years ago

when I attended her SOAR workshop and I observed then that she was a stellar example of

someone living their purpose. So, if you want to know more about Mediumship or have a curiosity

about Spirit Communication or if you desire to live your purpose joyfully, freely and openly or are

just looking for a 'can't put it down' read - get this book. And thanks to Suzanne for shining her Light

so brightly - that others may follow!

Messages of Hope is a wonderful book. Suzanne's detailed description of 9/11 gives the feeling that

you are with her as she is watching the destruction and horror of that day.This book is for anyone

who has ever lost a loved one. Suzanne's gift is the ability to put the feelings experienced through

such a devastating, loss into meaningful words. Having experienced her own loss, she understands

that, sick, numbing feeling that doesn't want to believe it could be true.After reading this, it is difficult

to doubt the existence of life after death or to doubt that our loved ones are still with us.What a

blessing Suzanne is to me, and to all the others she has helped, by putting us in touch with our

loved ones. Knowing and believing they are still alive, in a different sense or dimension, is such a



beautiful, comforting feeling. To truly believe that this life is not all there is, enables me to to go on

with my life, accepting the fact that we will be together again with those we have loved.

Suzanne is a gifted writer who writes honestly from the heart. Her style of writing makes you feel

(and know) that she's a real person just like you. Messages of Hope is a "can't put down" book that

tells of her journey to becoming a medium. After reading "Messages of Hope", there's no way a

person could deny the power of meditation and the belief that there is more to life as we know it.

Suzanne's life was transformed, and she has transformed many lives with her books, workshops,

lectures, and readings.

She is a â€œgreat!â€• (Aww câ€™mon that was funny!)As I have argued before in other reviews; the

fear of death, obliteration as it were, is so pervasive and pernicious that it has averted many from

living â€“ a conundrum that to a not insignificant extent, has impacted this reviewer.Admittedly, I am

the personification of the proverbial, if not actual: â€œdoubting Thomas.â€• It is difficult for my small,

liner brain to wrap itself around concepts such as â€œsoul, spirit, grace, God, angels and the likeâ€•

and the reason I do emphatically believe in these ideas is by virtue of another nebulous concept

known as â€œfaith.â€• And a not exactly unflappable faith eitherâ€¦â€¦but this piece has decisively

opened other vistas for me.Suzanne has with tremendous rigor and perspicacity, offered a work that

will affect great change in psycheâ€™s that have similar persuasions as my own. Using her own

personal evolution from an abundantly disciplined & focused Naval Commander to a highly adept,

sensitive and evidentiary â€œwindow to the spirit world,â€• the author adeptly and capably vitiates

the innuendo that the pall of suspected personal annihilation has cast over those in body.

Colloquially expressed: Commander Giesemann kicks death to the curb!While the message of the

book is of course the primary cause for its cognitive digestion, the writing style that the author

employs is of exquisitely high caliber. Each word, sentence and paragraph is designed carefully so

as to impart maximum impact with a scantiness of superfluity. This doesnâ€™t mean the piece is in

anyway unfriendly or impersonal, quite the contrary, It simply means that Suzanne has an excellent

command of those silly linguistic doodads (i.e. vocabulary, grammar, syntax.)This is a joyful,

insightful and compelling readâ€¦â€¦..get crackinâ€™!!Stars? Letâ€™s not go there.
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